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NEW YORK TIMESÂ BESTSELLERBONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Meg Waite

Claytonâ€™s The Wednesday Daughters. Friendship, loyalty, and love lie at the heart of Meg Waite

Claytonâ€™s beautifully written, poignant, and sweeping novel of five women who, over the course

of four decades, come to redefine what it means to be family. For thirty-five years, Frankie, Linda,

Kath, Brett, and Ally have met every Wednesday at the park near their homes in Palo Alto,

California. Defined when they first meet by what their husbands do, the young homemakers and

mothers are far removed from the Summer of Love that has enveloped most of the Bay Area in

1967. These â€œWednesday Sistersâ€• seem to have little in common: Frankie is a timid transplant

from Chicago, brutally blunt Linda is a remarkable athlete, Kath is a Kentucky debutante, quiet Ally

has a secret, and quirky, ultra-intelligent Brett wears little white gloves with her miniskirts. But they

are bonded by a shared love of both literatureâ€”Fitzgerald, Eliot, Austen, du Maurier, Plath, and

Dickensâ€“and the Miss America Pageant, which they watch together every year. As the years roll

on and their children grow, the quintet forms a writers circle to express their hopes and dreams

through poems, stories, and, eventually, books. Along the way, they experience history in the

making: Vietnam, the race for the moon, and a womenâ€™s movement that challenges everything

they have ever thought about themselves, while at the same time supporting one another through

changes in their personal lives brought on by infidelity, longing, illness, failure, and success.

Humorous and moving, The Wednesday Sisters is a literary feast for book lovers that earns a place

among those popular works that honor the joyful, mysterious, unbreakable bonds between friends.
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In a book perfect for book clubs, Meg Waite Clayton tells the story of five young women, wives and

mothers, who find each other, and a lifelong friendship, in a children's park in Palo Alto, California.

Frankie, Linda, Kath, Brett, and Ally are The Wednesday Sisters, women who support each other in

the turbullient, changing years of the late '60s and early '70s.Mary Frances O'Mara, Frankie, tells

the story of five women who share an unspoken dream. When Frankie meets Linda, and then the

others, she learns they all love books. Their book discussions eventually turn to a discussion of

writing, and a dream no one dares whisper, that of being published someday. So, The Wednesday

Sisters are born, when they agree to meet at the picnic tables on Wednesday mornings to write and

critique the writing. This honesty about the writing forces them to share other secrets. Over the

years, they gradually reveal more to each other. Readers learn early about the death of Linda's

mother. But, why does Brett wear white gloves? Each woman will eventually share her deepest

fears.Frankie's voice is the right one to tell the story of five women who grow and change with a

changing country. Her story looks back at the early years of lifelong friendship, friendship that grows

and reflects changes in the early '70s. The Miss America pageant that links their lives is a perfect

vehicle to show the changes in these five women, as well as the country.I read the first two

paragraphs of The Wednesday Sisters, and I knew it would be a wonderful book. Who can resist the

second paragraph? "That's us, there in the photograph.

"The Wednesday Sisters look like the kind of women who might meet at those fancy coffee shops

on University --- we do look that way --- but we're not one bit fancy, and we're not sisters, either. We

don't even meet on Wednesdays anymore, although we did at the beginning."So begins Meg Waite

Clayton's lyrical novel of the friendships forged among five different women who come together by

chance. In the tumultuous years of the late 1960s, many females were involved in protest marches

opposing the war or fighting for the women's movement. But in suburban Palo Alto, five ladies came

together primarily because of their children. Being a mother is the first thing they had in common

when they met at Pardee Park in those early days. Soon after, Frankie, Linda, Kath, Brett and Ally



discovered that they all shared a love of books and a secret wish to write themselves. For Frankie

--- a recent transplant from Chicago, with her husband and two kids --- to utter a desire out loud,

even among friends, was terrifying: "It doesn't seem like much now, I know, to admit ambition to

your closest friends. I guess you'll have to take my word for it: it was. It makes me a little sad when I

look back on it, to think how very many women didn't have Wednesday Sisters, to wonder who they

might have become if they had."In admitting their passion for writing, the "Wednesday Sisters" begin

to nourish lifelong bonds among themselves that transcend their literary goals. Linda, the frank,

sometimes tactless one, lives with the fear that the disease that took her mother when she was

young might do the same to her: "I grew up the child of a sick mother, and then the child of a dead

mother. I couldn't imagine going back to that. I couldn't imagine putting my kids through that.
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